New decade - New challenges
gridX at the E-world 2020
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Mastering the challenges of digital transformation in the energy industry. Offer
customers digital, relevant and energy-eﬃcient solutions with real added value.
This and more is what gridX shows at this year's E-world.
In addition: Experience innovations within the gridX solutions directly at the
exhibition stand. Prioritized charging, dynamic load management, connection to
virtual power plants, oﬄine functionality and individual features in the new
Manage Dashboard.

gridX presents a broad and diverse range of developments at this year's E-world. Within
the already successfully established solutions "Smart Charging", "Independent Homes",
"Smart Commercial" and "Microgrids", gridX will show extensive new features. "Smart
Charging" is gridX' intelligent charging management for electric vehicles. "Independent
Homes" is the solution for the end customer that controls and eﬃciently organizes the
entire energy ﬂow in the household. "Smart Commercial" enables companies in trade and
industry to reduce their energy consumption and take a big step towards climate
neutrality. "Microgrids" intelligently networks entire districts with one another, creating
energy supply security and increasing autonomy. These and future solutions from gridX
offer customers the optimal conditions to master the digital transformation in the energy
sector. At the same time, energy can be used more eﬃciently as well as cost and
resource saving to bring energy transformation to reality.
New features and innovative developments of the solutions
gridX is always working on the improvement of already implemented and future
solutions, so that many new features can be discovered at the E-world. The energy
management system of gridX enables intelligent electricity feed-in as well as
forecast-oriented consumption and generation. Furthermore, the gridX technology
enables virtual power plants for a decentralized and green energy supply. Prioritized
charge management and thus an intelligent distribution of loads is another feature within
the solutions. gridX also shows how oﬄine functionality ensures a smooth process even
without an existing Internet connection.
The new Manage Dashboard
Continuous further development of solutions and rapid implementation of individual
customer requirements demands a future-oriented management dashboard. At the
E-world, gridX therefore presents the new dashboard, which shows the most important
system data at a glance. It offers customers an intuitive interface that enables to
manage users and partners. The extension with functions and data ﬁelds is easy to
implement without endangering the usability. The existing solutions are bundled in a
dashboard and thus form a common framework. The customer can easily and quickly
switch between the available solutions and adapt their view to the corporate design. New
device types are also supported.
Meet gridX at the E-world: Smart Energy - Hall 5 I Booth 320
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About gridX: The energy transition is one of the most important challenges of our
time. At its locations in Aachen and Munich, gridX GmbH faces up to this challenge
honestly, cleanly and transparently: The white label solutions Microgrids, Independent
Homes, Smart Commercial and Smart Charging set an example in the Internet of
Things and convince with self-developed hardware and software, innovative
technology and ﬁrst-class services. With a digital platform for business customers and
electricity consumers, the company leads its customers into the future of energy
supply.
www.gridX.ai
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